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 Akurians, we have THREE major concerns to handle in this Instructional:  Hurricane Sandy 
in the Atlantic; Fukushima nuclear disaster in Japan and an unparalleled Earthquake Swarm just 
south of Alaska.  Each intended to be a diversion from the other to ensure Obastard gets re-elected 
regardless of the cost.  This is going to be a very rough session, and for those of you who aren't up 
to speed yet, just hang on and listen, learn what you can while you can.  This Instructional will be 
emailed as per the norm, except it has a lot of information that won't be spoken due to ENERGY 
and TIME constraints. 
 
 Right out of last night's BLAST … we had a slight boo-boo.  We were taking Hurricane 
Sandy apart and someone, perhaps the same someone, used a Sun Link and a BODY OF FIRE!  
No, no, no, no, no, children:  NEVER PUT ANY KIND OF HEAT INTO A STORM YOU 
INTEND TO GET RID OF!  Rain and Storms are results of HEAT and this one damned sure 
doesn't need any more.  If we're MAKING a storm, such as a rain-fall, we want all the HEAT we 
can get – but NEVER in any storm we're trying to reduce or dispose of. 
 We still got in our licks … but not as much as we should have.  THAT is why it is 
absolutely critical that everyone do EXACTLY as instructed – no adding to nor subtracting from – 
no deviations whatsoever – under any conditions.  If I don't put something in the menu, it's because 
the thing is a problem and NOT a solution to whatever we're in to at the time.  A few years ago I 
was doing a training session with Command Marshal Budagher, General Meinke and then-Colonel 
Perks.  We were putting a hammer into Kommrade Hillary Clinton, and instead of doing exactly 
what I instructed, Colonel Perks went off on her own agenda.  You can see the results yet today.  
Instead of being a disposed-of outcast, Kommrade Hillary Clinton is the United State's Secretary of 
State – five offices down from the President!  THAT disaster just cost the lives of FOUR 
Americans in Libya – and untold others in the past several years.  We do NOT need to exterminate 
our own people, especially by being stupid. 
 
 First and foremost, we as Akurians must again define WHO the Akurians are, WHAT we 
do as Akurians, WHY we do it, and by WHAT authority!  Let's take them in that order: 
 WHO?  The Akurians are this age's sole and exclusive people with direct and infallible 
access to The Most High because each of us CHOSE to be a part of that people of our own mind.  
Akurians DO NOT side-walk arm-grab, evangelize door-to-door nor on the streets, robo-phone or 
solicit our Doctrine – which is Holy Law across the board – by any nefarious means.  All other so-
called 'religions' do all of that, or convert-by-the-sword, all of which are in violation of Holy Law 
from start to finish.  The Most High does not convert-by-threat-of-murder nor does He permit any 
of His True Servants to violate His Holy Law against such abominations.  To be a True and 
Righteous Akurian one MUST know and abide by Holy Law and not any other so-called 'doctrine' 
reputedly gleaned therefrom. 
 WHAT?  In absolute obedience to Holy Law we are both a Testimony OF this Generation 
of Fire and a living example to all those living in it.  We do NOT evangelize, but that does NOT 
mean we don't provide access to our information and way of life to any inquiring mind.  Holy Law 
is the sole and exclusive order of conduct in any and all situations.  It is the general basis of 
knowing and understanding right, correct and Righteous without being an infinitely detailed mass 



of incomprehensible gibberish that only a self-appointed few can represent or administer.  Any 
prudent mind having experienced a stubbed toe doesn't need an 'administrator' to inform them that a 
hammer can do the same damage when applied accidently or purposefully to a finger in like 
manner.  It's called common sense.  Those in search of Truth, Spiritual or otherwise, are bound by 
the same application of TESTING information to prove it 'belief' or Knowledge, and the Akurian's 
responsibility ends at informing upon opportunity – nothing more.  Inform them we will, force 
them we won't; an be a Testimony OF them in either instance. 
 WHY?  As living humans in this Age of Damnation, we have no other True and Righteous 
alternative but to either endure the Damnations as the Secret Manipulators and governments dictate 
OR call them into account as the Living Testimony we are!  Being a silent Testimony is an option 
and will stand as Righteous in Judgment, but it often comes with a price:  lost souls having no other 
alternative due to ignorance.  Raising the Public Specter reveals possible alternatives to the 
otherwise ignorant or misinformed, shifting responsibility to those who either ignore, do nothing, or 
join the fray.  We present the TRUTH in spite of its unpopularity (1) because it is required of us to 
be Living Testimonies, and (2) to then and there shift responsibility for Eternal Consequences from 
ourselves to any and all others within range of our Public Specter! 
 WHAT AUTHORITY?  For those who are Proven Knowers, that question borders on 
ludicrous as the sole and exclusive answer is: The Most High, Himself!  However, for those who 
are not yet Proven Knowers of The Great Testimony, most of whom are still programmed into the 
'belief in Jesus is knowledge of god' BLASPHEMY, that answer is NOT so clear.  Even my own 
fully-documented track record is insufficient evidence until they have time and resources to verify 
it for themselves.  And THAT is why I always take responsibility for those newbies when we Train, 
BLAST, teach, or in any manner Spiritually involve themselves.  The Most High has seen fit to 
appoint me to Holy Office and the responsibilities include revealing the TRUTH about virtually 
everything from Holy Law, global and local politics to science with their many revelations and 
deceptions.  Of the 175 Anointeds in their respective generations that often include the generations 
of their Disciples after them – The Most High sent each with a specific and different Proof of their 
Authority that prevailed in the presence of multitudes, kings and priests of all other persuasions.  
Mine is the absolute best of all other 174 (Elijah served twice, as himself and John, the Baptist):  
The Great Testimony of The Most High, Himself, to any and all – without exception – that will 
perform the process correctly! 
 Permit a bit of verification with respect to the Proof of the Anointed carrying on with the 
Disciples, living or dead.  There are several accounts of Simon bar Jonah aka Peter, the Rock, 
doing both healings and condemnations – Ananias and his wife Sapphira – just as Immanuel did 
and clearly took no credit for any of it upon himself; but always in Testimony of The Most High 
and verification that Immanuel and John, the Baptist, were the Anointeds just prior.  Immanuel 
NEVER gave credit to any prophecy or miracle to anybody but The Most High; nor did John, the 
Baptist.  All three were Anointeds in – and of – their respective generations, John, the Baptist, 
serving the longest, literally from the time he was weaned. 
 John, the Baptist, had an irrevocable Proof unlike any other before or since.  He would 
baptize a person and instantly they would be Spiritually adept:  Clairvoyant and Clairaudient.  He 
would admonish for disobedience of Holy Law, and those who STOPPED such nonsense would 
regain their health, healing of a child, whatever.  He was NOT considered a miracle worker but a 
real thorn in the behinds of both the corrupt Priesthood and equally damnable Rulers of the Land 
under Rome.  He raked Jewish rabbis and priests because Holy Law determined that only pure-bred 
Levite males could wear that mantle.  He was always on their back because they would not show 
the Ark of the Covenant in the Holy of Holies – because it wasn't there to begin with – but it had 
teleportation capability.  If the Levite Priesthood were so true and righteous, WHY couldn't they 
petition The Most High to return the Ark to the Temple?  John, the Baptist KNEW their lies and 
hypocrisies and called them on it every day as sure as daylight.  Without ever leaving what is now 



Israel (Judea) he was a global pain to Rome because travelers met him, talked to him, watched him 
and carried the information all over the Roman Empire.  Needless to say, the was damned 
unpopular with all the high and mighties from Rome all the way down. 
 It's a little hard to distinguish the Proof of Simon Peter from the miracles of Immanuel, 
except Immanuel never pronounced immediate death upon anybody, even Judas who betrayed him.  
Simon Peter did, because Ananias and Sapphira withheld money they had promised to the service 
and lied about it to Simon Peter, he sent them to immediate death even though he didn't lift a finger 
in violence against them.  The deaths of Ananias and Sapphira did as much to deliver the gospel – 
good news – that mankind was no longer under a Spiritual Death Penalty because of Ish and Isha's 
disobedience; as THAT was the job and duty of Simon Peter and each and every Anointed since 
Immanuel who paid the price for it. 
 By returning the world to Holy Law and The Most High, Akurians fulfill our Righteous 
obligations in exactly the same manner.  That even the newest among us are endowed with 
telekinesis – creating, moving and dissolving storms being the most prominent – is but one True 
Evidence of WHO we are, WHAT we do, WHY we do it, and by WHAT authority!  There isn't 
one reputable book of science on the subject that doesn't claim telekinesis to be impossible.  
NONE!  Not one scientific publication even suggests it might be possible.  There isn't one so-called 
'miracle worker of the lord' nor any priest, preacher, deacon or 'believer' of any religion that can 
perform telekinesis at all – let alone with the impunity even the newest-taught Akurian can.  That 
point alone SHOULD be sufficient evidence of our True Righteousness and Holy Authority in The 
Sight of The Most High.  But the Proof itself far surpasses even telekinesis for worth and value to 
each and every Akurian who has it. 
 
 Now, we are about to use all that FirePower … again … 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 To the practices we learned last week: 
 And THAT brings us to BODIES OF LIGHT and DISCERNMENT. 
 BODIES OF LIGHT can be transformed into all manner of True Spiritual entities from 
general protectives, to snoopers, Sun Link anchors to IMMORTAL GOLEMI; can be any size or 
shape required; and there's only ONE place they can't go:  BEYOND THE VEIL OF THE MOST 
HIGH!  They simply dissolve upon attempt to access.  They are as easily expended without penalty 
when their use has expired. 
 The easiest and safest way to DISCERN anything, human or otherwise, is with a BODY 
OF LIGHT.  Properly DISCERNED when on any given mission, they are infallible sources of 
information; any failures being YOUR ability to read, and NOT the inabilities of your BODY OF 
LIGHT to detect and report.  They cannot make up or create situations on their own, they are 
infinitely obedient and can only do as they are instructed.  However, as yet, most of those in these 
Instructionals cannot fully send a BODY OF LIGHT much of anywhere except the Sun without 
attaching some due part of their own Spirit!  And THAT is why I directly ordered everybody to 
leave Fukushima alone!  None of you are skilled enough to handle that area in good safety. 
 Part of the problem being the very limited frequencies of radiation spilling from the 
structure.  It's not a mass of energies, that help to reduce the effects of others, as in the Sun; it's a 
narrow and very high volume of very few – probably not more than three to five – highly radio-
active energies that extend into the lower Planes and upper Depths. 
 The THREE major isotopes are Caesium-137 and 134, that once ingested, can remain in the 
body for THIRTY YEARS; and Iodine-131.  With a half-life of only eight days, Iodine-131 from 
Chernobyl is still causing thyroid cancer at an undiminished rate across Ukraine, Belarus and 
Russia and that blow was on 26th of April 1986 – TWENTY SIX YEARS ago!  Think about that:  



a half-life of EIGHT DAYS still infects and kills without let-up a quarter century later.  Do the 
math and see how long a THIRTY YEAR contamination with a half-life of just over THIRTY 
YEARS is going to remain destructive:  it's over TWO MILLION ONE HUNDRED SIXTY 
THOUSAND YEARS (2,160,000+) YEARS!  By comparison, Iodine-131 still killing a quarter of a 
century later is a god-send. 
 Make the mistake of projecting yourself into that kind of fury and the death you will die 
will be of damned foolishness and upon your own head! 
 I hope the point of very narrow frequencies is getting through; as the Sun is quite a different 
monster the way we deal with it.  We know the Earth is protected from the Sun by an atmospheric 
layer, and we can venture there in a Spirit Manifestation such as a BODY OF LIGHT in relative 
safety.  The fact the Sun emits x-rays, ultraviolet, visible light, infrared, radio and all manner of 
such energies and forces is it's saving grace when approached with a proper BODY OF LIGHT. 
 The Sun emits X-rays, ultraviolet, visible light, infrared and even radio waves.  Ultraviolet 
radiation can cause sunburn or changes in human skin pigmentation commonly known as a tan.  
The mass of frequencies – easier to express in wavelength – is our shield and protection, a range of 
100 nano-meter to about 1 millimeter, or five regions of wavelengths.  Ultraviolet C (UVC) 100 to 
280 nano-meter (invisible to the human eye) used in germicidal lamps.  Ultraviolet B (UVB) 280 to 
315 nano-meter, responsible for photochemical reaction leading to production of the ozone layer.  
Ultraviolet A (UVA) 315 to 400 nano-meter, used in tanning and PUVA therapy for psoriasis.  The 
visible range 380 to 780 nano-meter, visible to the naked eye.  And Infrared 700 nano-meter to 106 
nano-meter (1 millimeter), also divided into three types on the basis of wavelength:  Infrared-A: 
700 nano-meter to 1,400 nano-meter; Infrared-B: 1,400 nano-meter to 3,000 nano-meter; and 
Infrared-C: 3,000 nano-meter to 1 millimeter.  What scientists don't tell – or don't know – the Sun 
exists in the sea of frequencies that encompass all the Depths of Hell down to absolute zero 
frequency. 
 THAT is why we can run the Sun with near immunity and WHY we need to stay the hell 
out of and away from Fukushima, Chernobyl and all other interiors of Nuclear Plants, Engines and 
Reactors. 
 
 Next, overnight we suffered a HAARP-Generated Earthquake Swarm.  As of the time we 
put this together, of 67 Earthquakes above 2.5 Magnitude – 58 were United States or Canada – 51 
in Canada just south of Alaska in the Pacific; most – 50 – in the Masset region – between 
Washington and Alaska. 
 
5.1 – 166km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 19:16:55 52.544°N 132.580°W 47.2 
5.5 – 190km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 19:09:56 52.315°N 131.860°W 14.8 
5.4 – 151km SSW of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 19:03:24 52.742°N 132.901°W 32.8 
6.3 – 159km SSW of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 18:54:21 52.633°N 132.701°W 8.2 
5.1 – 184km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 16:17:04 52.380°N 131.664°W 15.0 
4.0 – 185km SSE of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 15:42:21 52.404°N 131.422°W 10.0 
4.3 – 135km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 15:24:22 52.803°N 132.113°W 10.0 
4.0 – 166km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 15:10:34 52.516°N 132.066°W 10.0 
4.4 – 177km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 15:06:55 52.417°N 132.169°W 10.0 
4.0 – 164km SSE of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 14:14:28 52.588°N 131.440°W 7.7 
4.2 – 154km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 14:04:27 52.635°N 132.403°W 10.0 
4.1 – 190km SW of Bella Bella Islands, CN 2012-10-28 13:45:48 51.127°N 130.305°W 10.0 
4.8 – 176km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 13:09:14 52.432°N 131.882°W 10.2 
4.1 – 127km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 12:38:46 52.870°N 132.204°W 10.1 
4.0 – 148km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 12:18:00 52.689°N 131.870°W 9.8 
4.1 – 161km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 12:09:43 52.568°N 132.065°W 10.0 



4.7 – 175km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 11:53:21 52.438°N 132.201°W 10.5 
4.8 – 180km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 11:27:46 52.395°N 132.161°W 11.1 
4.3 – 183km SSE of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 11:17:22 52.400°N 131.565°W 10.6 
4.0 – 172km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 10:59:14 52.477°N 131.769°W 9.7 
4.3 – 170km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 10:50:32 52.484°N 131.945°W 10.3 
4.7 – 157km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 10:45:50 52.621°N 132.500°W 10.2 
4.5 – 145km SSW of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 10:23:09 52.753°N 132.678°W 10.2 
4.3 – 171km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 10:10:27 52.482°N 132.248°W 10.3 
4.3 – 123km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 10:04:37 52.924°N 132.395°W 10.3 
4.1 – 127km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 09:52:58 52.892°N 131.733°W 10.0 
4.4 – 127km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 09:45:39 52.886°N 132.392°W 10.2 
4.4 – 221km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 09:41:16 52.029°N 132.187°W 10.0 
4.6 – 196km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 09:36:36 52.258°N 132.343°W 10.3 
4.4 – 178km SSE of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 09:22:49 52.467°N 131.439°W 10.7 
5.1 – 200km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 09:17:27 52.216°N 132.006°W 10.4 
4.2 – 215km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 09:15:48 52.102°N 131.653°W 10.0 
4.2 – 277km SSW of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 08:47:38 51.634°N 133.314°W 10.0 
4.3 – 216km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 08:22:04 52.066°N 132.073°W 10.0 
5.0 – 198km SSE of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 07:25:22 52.270°N 131.493°W 10.6 
4.9 – 140km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 07:16:37 52.775°N 132.456°W 11.3 
4.6 – 212km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 07:12:14 52.109°N 132.221°W 10.0 
4.4 – 231km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 07:02:19 51.941°N 131.836°W 10.8 
5.0 – 203km SSE of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 06:16:53 52.268°N 131.212°W 11.5 
4.5 – 139km SSW of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 05:51:17 52.815°N 132.714°W 10.3 
4.2 – 181km SSE of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 05:47:08 52.429°N 131.451°W 10.1 
4.1 – 248km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 05:38:38 51.786°N 132.312°W 10.1 
4.3 – 211km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 05:21:36 52.139°N 131.571°W 10.0 
4.3 – 169km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 05:15:12 52.499°N 132.222°W 10.1 
4.5 – 178km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 05:02:49 52.409°N 132.165°W 10.3 
4.3 – 180km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 04:54:46 52.403°N 132.439°W 10.1 
4.7 – 162km SSW of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 04:41:05 52.592°N 132.670°W 10.0 
4.6 – 140km SSW of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 04:33:51 52.906°N 133.120°W 10.0 
5.1 – 237km SSW of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 04:25:17 52.019°N 133.370°W 10.1 
4.8 – 202km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 03:52:24 52.199°N 131.986°W 10.9 
7.7 – 139km S of Masset, Canada 2012-10-28 03:04:10 52.769°N 131.927°W 17.5 
 
 FIFTY quakes in one string within about SIXTEEN hours?  All above 4 and NINE at 5 or 
above on the Richter Scale?  We do NOT need any more evidence this is a HAARP-Generated 
DISTRACTION for whatever the OWG reason.  NOTHING like this has ever happened in history.  
It's too far south to be a warning of an impending Earth-Axis shift by natural means.  I wouldn't put 
anything past the Anunnaki, their Nefilim breeds; nor any of the other ExtraTerrestrials that 
currently contaminate this planet.  Another of quake of interest is: 
3.2 34km S of Tanaga Volcano, Alaska 2012-10-28 06:15:14 51.577°N 178.082°W 4.6 
 Tanaga Volcano?  Expect more out of Alaska …. 
 They obviously want our attention:  we're going to be sure to give it to them:  BUT ON 
OUR TERMS AND WITHOUT ANY DIVERSIONS! 
 http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/ 
 
 Just remember, Fukushima was HAARP-Generated! 
 

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/�


ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 Again:  BODIES OF LIGHT are indestructible against any attack; and there isn't any 
barrier THIS SIDE of The Great Veil they can't penetrate with impunity.  Preparing yourself is the 
hardest part of making a BODY OF LIGHT.  Set a standard, and the HIGHER the better, and each 
subsequent BODY OF LIGHT will have the same capabilities as those previous.  Keep your initial 
shopping list as simple as possible.  You can only be as extensive and detailed as you can be 
cognizant of at any given time. 
 Your First mindset:  make BODY OF LIGHT to be YOUR creation and to obey only YOU 
without exception.  No other 'entities' and no other agenda. 
 Part the Second:  make your BODY OF LIGHT to operate in any and all frequencies; from 
the Highest Heavens to the Deepest Depths – from the unimaginable to absolute zero.  The 
HIGHER frequencies appear to be WHITE, and the higher the whiter.  Start with the WHITEST 
and BRIGHTEST you can imagine and get WHITER and BRIGHTER as you gain experience. 
 Third, make your BODY OF LIGHT to be able to see, hear, taste, touch and smell just you 
can, only with far more capability.  This is where VIRTUE becomes beyond price for those who 
develop it.  Making your VIRTUE a part of your BODY OF LIGHT will prove to be a God-Send 
as your BODY OF LIGHT will NOT have anything you don't create within it. 
 Fourth, you want your BODY OF LIGHT to be a consistent shape because YOU need a 
consistent mental process.  If you can't keep the SHAPE consistent, you damned sure can't keep the 
ENDOWMENTS consistent either.  The simple process Akurians use is to make our BODIES OF 
LIGHT within ourselves; and then move it to wherever we want it to go.  Your physical body isn't 
going to change much from day-to-day, so your BODY OF LIGHT will be about as consistent as 
you can make it. 
 
 Akurians, prepare: to make TWO proper BODIES OF LIGHT: 
 BODIES OF LIGHT made as per this Instructional are always created in the Heavenly 
Plane of Hathor UNLESS deliberately created somewhere else. 
 On my command and NOT before, simply visualize a BODY OF WHITE LIGHT formed 
out of the Energies of Creation.  It's that quick and that simple. IF – REPEAT:  IF you do your 
initial preparation prior to actually making a BODY OF LIGHT you will succeed every time. 
 Let's go through the MIND-SET preparations one more time: 
 First, make your BODY OF LIGHT to be YOUR creation, free and clear of all other 
contaminations whatsoever. 
 Second, make your BODY OF LIGHT to operate in any and all frequencies; from the 
Highest Heavens to the Deepest Depths. 
 Third, make your BODY OF LIGHT to be able to see, hear, taste, touch and smell just 
like your physical body, only with far more capability because it is filled with your own VIRTUE. 
 Fourth, make your BODY OF LIGHT to be a consistent shape.  In this case your own 
physical body.  Your physical body will be your Spiritual Creation workshop from now on.  It's the 
absolute best place in Creation to make a viable BODY OF LIGHT. 
 Taking longer to PREPARE than to create is true of everything else we do in True Spiritual 
practice. 
 We're going to make TWO BODIES OF LIGHT. 
 Akurians, on my command: 
 Visualize your physical body exactly as it is right now, the same size and shape of your 
physical body. 
 Fill your physical body with the WHITEST and BRIGHTEST LIGHT you can imagine.  
Your BODY OF LIGHT will instantly gel and remain of its own accord. 
 Move this first BODY OF LIGHT a few feet from you. 



 
 REPEAT THE PROCESS AND MAKE A SECOND BODY OF LIGHT! 
 
 Akurians, on my command: 
 Visualize your physical body exactly as it is right now, the same size and shape of your 
physical body. 
 Fill your physical body with the WHITEST and BRIGHTEST LIGHT you can imagine.  
Your BODY OF LIGHT will instantly gel and remain of its own accord. 
 Move this second BODY OF LIGHT a few feet from you NEAR but not in the same place 
as the first BODY OF LIGHT. 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 Now you're going to need BELLY BALLS. 
 Let's walk through the process.  DO NOT make any changes or do anything until I instruct 
you to do so.  You need to know and understand WHAT we are going to do and then do it AS A 
TEAM to get the most FirePower. 
 Making a proper BELLY BALL is extremely simple, both arms bent forward at the elbows, 
extending hands, palms facing toward each other, a few inches apart, no more than one foot, in 
front of the Solar Plexus; both hands open with palms facing toward each other.  When you feel a 
slight warmth in both palms, form that life energy into a BELLY BALL, the general rule is about 
the size of a basketball, be careful NOT to disconnect it from yourself until instructed to do so.  
Leave your BELLY BALL attached to your Solar Plexus.  You're going to use it in a few minutes.  
Put down your phones if necessary. 
 
 Akurians,  On my command:  MAKE YOUR FIRST BELLY BALL! 
 Take full cognizance of your first BODY OF LIGHT … now take your BELLY BALL 
and disconnect it from your Solar Plexus.  Send this BELLY BALL into your first BODY OF 
LIGHT and fuse them into ONE Spiritual Entity! 
 
 Akurians,  On my command:  MAKE YOUR SECOND BELLY BALL! 
 Take full cognizance of your second BODY OF LIGHT … now take your BELLY BALL 
and disconnect it from your Solar Plexus.  Send this BELLY BALL into your second BODY OF 
LIGHT and fuse them into ONE Spiritual Entity! 
 
 These BELLY BALL/BODIES OF LIGHT will only last about three weeks at most 
before they begin to deteriorate in the natural order. 
 
 Don't use any BELLY BALL/BODY OF LIGHT in ANY test, recharge or application 
with your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE as they tend to contaminate rather than enhance.  In time 
and sufficient development you'll be able to use either, or both, as you deem necessary; but that is 
THEN and not now! 
 
 Since these BODIES OF LIGHT are easy to make and are equally EXPENDABLE, we're 
going to use these particular units to do a bit of continuing weather control.  The Nation is still in a 
HAARP-controlled drought – and in concert with Monsanto's genetically-modified seed – food 
production is far below requirements. 
 Some of us are already too-wet and going to get wetter as we stack as much snow in the 
higher elevations for the water we're going to need for both the winter-plant crops, like wheat, and 



replenishing ground water supplies.  An excellent set of situations for Akurians to hammer the hell 
out of! 
 On my command and NOT before, AS A TEAM:  we're going to do a bit of BODY OF 
LIGHT weather-changing that HAARP can't do a damned thing about in the short term.  First, take 
full cognizance of all endowed factors in your BELLY BALL/BODY OF LIGHT combination.  
Everything, sight, sound, touch, taste and smell; and get ready to DISCERN the actual weather and 
ground conditions in your assigned area.  You just need the immediate information and test. 
 
 We have a HAARP-Controlled Atlantic Storm, SANDY, that still needs our immediate 
attention as much for political reasons as the water!  If you've been keeping up on the news – 
nothing from the Lying Stream Media – the Obamites have been transporting Blacks and Hispanics 
from every ghetto in the northern swing states with free food and entertainment AFTER they vote 
early!  The coastal areas, including Virginia, Washington, D.C., New York, Philadelphia and New 
England in general, are being given the same free-chow-free-music AFTER THE VOTE treatment.  
Now that those votes have been cast, the bastards want HAARP to storm the hell out of those 
INLAND states of Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, West Virginia and Maryland and as much of 
Virginia, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania and the New England Seaboard to 
REDUCE the vote by all others due to 'bad weather' … and so-far they're getting away with it.  
Properly HAARPED, a winter-freeze is scheduled to come down the Northern Pipeline and reduce 
most of the Election Day voting in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Michigan, Illinois and Indiana. 
 In addition to the coastal areas, their BATTLE PLAN is to drag the storm out as LONG as 
possible; as far IN LAND as possible;  rain, fallen trees, sleet and snow disrupting highways and 
town traffic; as most people who can will not venture out in bad weather even to vote!  The 
bastards know this, and THAT is their game. 
 
 ENTER THE AKURIANS! 
 
 We've managed to move the Eye of Sandy a couple hundred miles EASTWARD out into 
the Atlantic … the eight Djeds the Anunnaki were using in their command and control of the storm 
that I totaled Thursday morning have been replaced.  HAARP didn't create this storm, they simply 
assist and support the command and control via the Anunnaki emplaced Djeds!  We are going to 
reduce this damnable situation to the least common denominator. 
 Think about it.  The bastards will UNDO a lot of their own HAARP-Generated drought in 
order to win this election, November 6th.  We need that water, but we DO NOT need a Hurricane 
disaster on our Akurians in Virginia, New York and Delaware to go with it.  We might not be able 
to totally eliminate some wind and rain they don't need either, but we're damned sure going to try. 
 
 We're going to hit with a series of impacts, using a series of TEAMS! 
 Here's the immediate plan for Sandy: 
 HAARP intends to move the storm northward, virtually along the normal Atlantic Storm 
path until it reaches the North Carolina/Virginia state lines.  THEN they intend an almost NINETY 
DEGREE west turn that will strike anywhere from south of Washington, D.C. to New 
Jersey/Delaware with New York City somewhere in the center.  According to their current 
projections, Sandy is to blow herself out over Lake Erie in the west or over Maine in the east 
sometime Friday.  Because HAARP is temporarily out of the direct-influence picture, we the 
Akurians are going to jackass all their plans and effect things a lot more into our favor. 
 
 REMEMBER:  For this part of the campaign DO NOT use either Sun Links or BODIES 
OF FIRE anywhere in the application. 



 On my command, when I issue the order, we are going to do a slam-bang on the storm and 
all the weather conditions ahead of, to the sides and behind it.  We're going to work in FOUR major 
Strike TEAMS:  When I assign the Akurians to a TEAM they are ordered to do ONLY what that 
TEAM is assigned to do.  Nothing else. 
 
 TEAM ONE will have the hardest duty because they will have the highest-energy 
requirements.  Their job has to be done RIGHT the first time or we're going to have another Isaac 
jackass that cannot be undone due to the time restraints.  TEAM ONE is going to unwind Sandy, 
putting a total stop to the current counter-clockwise spin by spinning the entire storm in a clockwise 
direction.  Generals Clark, Headrick and Malone are TEAM ONE.  Generals Clark and Headrick 
were the unwind team that took apart Hurricane Earl back in 2010, and it was a Cat-4 on the verge 
of being declared a Cat-5.  We hit it, they delayed the news-update, and 48 hours later it was a fresh 
rain storm out in the Atlantic. 
 TEAM TWO is equally as critical and requires (if we have them) four Presences at specific 
stations – One at due north, one due south, one due west and one due east making a square.  TEAM 
TWO is to remove ALL the HEAT energy in that storm, all of it.  Sandy is about 12-15 miles high, 
about 225 miles wide, about 40,000 square miles or about 540,000 cubic miles.  TEAM TWO will 
move all the HEAT to Omaha, Nebraska, and let it spread as it will.  Marshal General D. Chylon 
Budagher, Colonel Davis, Major Ernie Martin are TEAM TWO.  General Budagher on the due 
north point, Colonel Davis on the west toward the coast, Major Ernie Martin on the east in the 
Atlantic.  Here is a specific for TEAM TWO:  General Budagher is ordered to make a specific 
BODY OF LIGHT out of the energies of the Storm and station it on the due south as a buffer.  DO 
NOT interfere with her doing that – which includes trying to help!  General Budagher needs 
everybody to do THEIR job – and only their job – as this specific isn't anything new; she's done 
these kinds of things before. 
 TEAM THREE has the largest area to cover, the entire North Atlantic beyond the storm 
range of Sandy.  Brigadier Siler will lead the charge to TAKE ALL THE ENERGIES OF 
WHATSOEVER KIND – including pressure – out of the water and atmosphere to FIFTEEN 
MILES HIGH – and deposit it, ALL OF IT – on Omaha, Nebraska.  This will accomplish THREE 
things:  (1) sufficient rainfall for the remainder of the unharvested crops and livestock; (2) 
stockpiles of water for the winter wheat that we cannot do without; and (3) dispose of that Tempest 
Storm the bastards are trying to merge with Sandy.  TEAM THREE is General Siler, General 
Schipul and Major Koko. 
 TEAM FOUR is the rest of us, Command General Shams-Avari being TEAM ANCHOR 
over Pittsburgh, PA, around whom the rest of us will create a Great Circle THREE HUNDRED 
AND FIFTY MILES out, SEVEN HUNDRED MILES in diameter.  That will cover an area well 
into Lake Huron in Canada on the north, Indianapolis, Indiana, on the west, New York City on the 
east and Charlotte, North Carolina on the south.  TEAM FOUR outer perimeter General Meinke, 
Colonel Riggs, Weldon Brinson, Doreen McCaul and all guests who can – will move all winds, 
energies, powers and forces in a clockwise motion, center point anchored on General Shams-Avari 
at Pittsburgh. 
 You do NOT need to expand your BELLY BALL/BODY OF LIGHT beyond your 
TEAM assignment area. 
 
 We are going to disrupt all HAARP's intentions without exception; and we're going to hit 
these targets TWICE – on my command with your assigned TEAM. 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?  DO I NEED TO RUN THIS AGAIN? 
 It's not a problem, we just have to do it right the first time. 
 



 Akurians, on my command: 
 Akurians put the first of your BELLY BALL/BODIES OF LIGHT combination on your 
assigned station. 
 Akurians, link up with your respective TEAM and move to your assigned station. 
 Akurians, expand your BELLY BALL/BODY OF LIGHT to fill and DISCERN your 
assigned areas. 
 Akurians, BIND all the weather and atmospherics to your BELLY BALL/BODY OF 
LIGHT and merge them into one energy! 
 Akurian TEAM ONE:  begin your clockwise motion of Storm Sandy. 
 Akurian TEAM TWO: remove all HEAT, energies and forces from Storm Sandy. 
 Akurian TEAM THREE:  remove all HEAT, energies and forces from the North Atlantic. 
 Akurian TEAM FOUR:  link with General Shams-Avari at Pittsburgh, move to the outer 
perimeter, fill and DISCERN your assigned area, BIND all the weather and atmospherics to your 
BELLY BALL/BODY OF LIGHT and merge them into one energy.  Begin clockwise rotation 
over the entire SEVEN HUNDRED MILE DIAMETER area. 
 This will take not less than FIVE MINUTES to complete the first attempt.  I will BLOCK 
and disrupt all Djed communications. 
 Disconnect from your BELLY BALL/BODY OF LIGHT when you feel the energies gel 
and let me know when you are finished. 
 Make yourself a new Sun Link and recharge yourself as you think necessary. 
 
 
 Akurians, on my command: 
 Akurians put the second of your BELLY BALL/BODIES OF LIGHT combination on 
your assigned station. 
 Akurians, link up with your respective TEAM and move to your assigned station. 
 Akurians, expand your BELLY BALL/BODY OF LIGHT to fill and DISCERN your 
assigned areas. 
 Akurians, BIND all the weather and atmospherics to your BELLY BALL/BODY OF 
LIGHT and merge them into one energy! 
 Akurian TEAM ONE:  begin your clockwise motion of Storm Sandy. 
 Akurian TEAM TWO: remove all HEAT, energies and forces from Storm Sandy.. 
 Akurian TEAM THREE:  remove all HEAT, energies and forces from the North Atlantic. 
 Akurian TEAM FOUR:  link with General Shams-Avari at Pittsburgh, move to the outer 
perimeter, fill and DISCERN your assigned area, BIND all the weather and atmospherics to your 
BELLY BALL/BODY OF LIGHT and merge them into one energy.  Begin clockwise rotation 
over the entire SEVEN HUNDRED MILE DIAMETER area. 
 This will take a few minutes to complete and, again,   I will BLOCK and disrupt all Djed 
communications. 
 Disconnect from your BELLY BALL/BODY OF LIGHT when you feel the energies gel 
and let me know when you are finished. 
 Make yourself a new Sun Link and recharge yourself as you think necessary. 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 From this point, do not interrupt.  If you even suspect you're in over your head, STOP and 
return to your physical body and listen to the remainder of this Instructional as training. 
 
 Clear all other considerations from yourself; do exactly WHAT I tell you, WHEN I tell you 
without any deviations or interruptions whatsoever:  you are going to make an IMMORTAL 



GOLEM OF DANAKA!  Remember, any GOLEMI is permanently attached to its Creator – in 
this case YOU – for as long as it exists; and a properly created GOLEMI can travel faster than the 
speed of light without moving backward in time:  just like your thoughts from which it was 
Created.  Unlike GOLEMI OF DEROS, they do not need a Sun Link of any kind.  Sun Links 
restrict these types of GOLEMI … always remember that. 
 
 Locate and DISCERN your assigned HAARP Installations.  Note they are not the same, the 
rotation eventually giving each of you the chance to DISCERN all the Installations and to continue 
the destructions inflicted by the previous Akurian. 
 
 HAARP Assignments: 
 Command Marshal Budagher = HAARP Area 51 – Nevada; 
 Command Marshal Shams-Avari = HAARP Long Island – New York; 
 Supreme General Schipul = HAARP Puerto Rico; 
 Staff General Clark = HAARP Gakona – Alaska; 
 Brigadier Meinke = HAARP Peru; 
 Brigadier Malone = HAARP Brazil; 
 Brigadier Headrick = HAARP United Kingdom; 
 Brigadier Siler = HAARP Australia; 
 Colonel Riggs  = HAARP Japan; 
 Colonel Davis = Eiscat HAARP Norway; 
 Major Martin = HAARP India; 
 Major Kilpatrick = HAARP Russia; 
 Weldon Brinson = Australia Defense Radar; 
 Doreen McCaul = HAARP China. 
 
 I will take =  
 
 Akurians, on my command: 
 Prepare to make another BODY OF LIGHT and CHARGE and ENERGIZE it. 
 CLEAN your hands; 
 CLEAN your feet; 
 CLEAN and ENERGIZE your head; 
 Make a new BODY OF LIGHT inside your physical body; 
 Make a disc of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT, CHARGE and ENERGIZE it with 
AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH of your own energies; 
 Move your CHARGED and ENERGIZED disc of WHITE SPIRITUAL LIGHT down 
through your BODY OF LIGHT and CHARGE to ENERGIZE yourself from head to toe.  Take 
special notice of those points that LIGHT UP as you move the disc, and take a minute to 
DISCERN what that Energy Point is about:  It's a signal of the STRENGTH of this given BODY 
OF LIGHT you are going to turn into an IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA! 
 This additional notice of the STRENGTH of this given BODY OF LIGHT will become 
critical in time as you will learn to make all points the same strength because you are going to 
need it! 
 Akurians, CLEAN and RESTRICT your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA to your 
sole and exclusive possession and control; prohibiting it's ability to be attached to or otherwise 
invaded. 
 Akurians, CHARGE and ENERGIZE your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA with 
every deadly force and energy found in the Sun but in this order and on my command: 



 Fly it to the Sun:  AKASHA, FISSION, FIRE, BLACK FIRE, WATER, FUSION, AIR, 
EARTH, MOON, DEATH, DESTRUCTION … and infuse as much Sun Forces into it as you 
can manage … now BIND this IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA and all those energies to be 
manifest in EARTH! 
 Keep this IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA in the Sun where it's under your infinite 
control  until I instruct you to move it.  This IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA is different 
than anything you've encountered before, and must be handled accordingly! 
 Now even before we name this Entity, here is a hard part:  on my command, and not before, 
while you and it are BOTH still in the Sun, you are going to SINK this IMMORTAL GOLEM 
OF DANAKA into the DEPTH OF DANAKA and WITHOUT sinking yourself in the process!  
You're going to SEND your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA into the DEPTH OF 
DANAKA – not TAKE it down – REPEAT:  you're going to send it.  It's not going to disappear if 
you do exactly WHAT I tell you WHEN I tell you and only AS I tell you. 
 This IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA is currently under your control and inside the 
Sun, WITHOUT moving it from the Sun, you're going to sink it down into the DEPTH OF 
DANAKA. 
 First, detach yourself from this IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA.  It's a very hot 
Spirit Entity and under your complete control and guard and protect it from any other entity, spirit 
or otherwise. 
 Second, visualize this IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA turning solid black by 
depriving it of all Light – only LIGHT not everything in existence – and it will begin to darken 
into a shadow to a solid.  Once it is as solid black as you can make it, CHARGE IT WITH ALL 
THE FREQUENCIES, AGONIES AND ENERGIES OF DANAKA and strengthen them with 
all the Forces, Energies and Powers of the Sun with as much Black Fire as you can muster.  This 
IMMORTAL GOLEMI OF DANAKA will remain in the Sun but also in the DEPTH OF 
DANAKA!  And for the time being, THAT is exactly where you want it. 
 Unlike the IMMORTAL GOLEMI OF DEROS we made for permanent aggravation and 
general disruption, this IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA and all others from all lower 
Depths of Hell must be named!  Name your GOLEMI while it is still under your immediate 
control, visualize the essence and energies of these five words:  AKURIAN HELL OF 
DANAKA-FOUR! with an exclamation mark on the end.  Fuse those energies and the words 
AKURIAN HELL OF DANAKA-FOUR! into your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA! 
 
 Akurians, on my command: 
 Endow your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA with Truth and Justice! 
 Endow your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA to recognize any and all energies, 
forces and powers! 
 Endow your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA with the strength and infinite energies, 
forces and powers of the Sun that it cannot be resisted or defeated! 
 Clean your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA of any and all other entities, spirit or 
otherwise:  BURN THEM IF YOU FIND THEM!  You're operating in one of the most-deadly 
destructive sources in this part of Creation, the Sun, so don't be shy about using it to CLEAN! 
 Return your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA to this earth and stand it a short 
distance from you! 
 Name it again - AKURIAN HELL OF DANAKA-FOUR! – in this earth! 
 In your thoughts, inform it to roam this planet wherever there is passage and living entities 
to slaughter, slay, denigrate, disrupt and destroy all Demonics, ExtraTerrestrials, HAARP 
Installations, facilities and personnel including all energy-connected Manipulators and systems! 
 
 Akurians, on my command: 



 Fly your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA to your assigned HAARP installation and 
inform it of all the SUBTERRANEAN tunnels and chambers you just DISCERNED, and release it 
to be an avenging monster killing and destroying everything there.  You have DISCERNED its 
TARGET BASE and this IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA has no other purpose or 
capability than infinite and perpetual slaughter and continuous destruction, minute by minute, hour 
by hour, day in and day out, from now until Shiloh. 
 A hotter Horror of Hell-Itself has arrived at HAARP! 
 
 Now issue your FINAL COMMAND to your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA with 
these words: 
 "AKURIAN HELL OF DANAKA-FOUR!  AKURIAN HELL OF DANAKA-FOUR!  
Slaughter and slay all enemies of your Creator, and spare them not!  Go where I send you:  
into this HAARP Installation; into its farthest reaches, into its every nook and cranny!  
Immediately find and target all enemies of Akuria; if they know not Akuria they are also an 
enemy!  Without any mercy or consideration of mercy whatsoever:  slaughter, slay, denigrate, 
disrupt and destroy all Demonics, ExtraTerrestrials, facilities and personnel including all 
energy-connected Manipulators – as their own energies identify them – possess them, destroy 
them and spare them not! 
 "AKURIAN HELL OF DANAKA-FOUR!  AKURIAN HELL OF DANAKA-FOUR!  
Go now, go where I send you:  into this HAARP Installation and all the equipment and 
facilities thereof and chambers therein.  Insert the full fury of the HEAT of the Sun into every 
part of every circuit and burn it into worthlessness.  AKURIAN HELL OF DANAKA-FOUR 
remain here until you alone exist in this place." 
 
 Akurians, release your IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA; 
 Release yourself from the IMMORTAL GOLEM OF DANAKA and all its attached 
energies and prepare to recharge yourself. 
 It may take some of you a few minutes. 
 Recharge your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE. 
   Let me know when you are finished. 
  
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
Moon Base Anu Strike ONE – 26 February 2012 
Moon Base Anu Strike TWO – 01 April 2012 
Moon Base Anu Strike THREE – 01 April 2012 
Moon Base Anu Strike FOUR – 02 April 2012 
Moon Base Anu Strike FIVE – 04 April 2012 
Moon Base Anu Strike SIX – 22 April 2012 
Moon Base Anu Strike SEVEN – 04 May 2012 
Moon Base Anu Strike EIGHT – 10 June 2012 
Earth Bases Strike ONE – 10 June 2012 
Moon Base Anu Strike NINE – 24 June 2012 
Earth Bases Strike TWO – 24 June 2012 
HAARP Installations Strike ONE - 18 July 2012 
HAARP Installations Strike TWO – 12 August 2012 
Earth Bases Strike THREE – 19 August 2012 
HAARP Gakona, Alaska Strike THREE – 23 August 2012 
Moon Base Anu Strike TEN 25 August 2012 
Moon Base Anu Strike ELEVEN 02 September 2012 



HAARP Installations Strike THREE – 09 September 2012 
HAARP Installations Strike FOUR – 16 September 2012 
HAARP Installations Strike FIVE – 28 October 2012 
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